Millennium Corporation brings a full range of services and solutions necessary to satisfy the support of your organization’s enterprise infrastructure with mission critical Information Technology (IT) services for each phase of the systems lifecycle. Millennium provides technical subject matter expertise to advise clients on how best to use information technology to meet their business objectives and mission objectives.

**How We Can Help:**

Millennium’s experienced team of information technology (IT) consultants work hand and hand with the customer for the implementation of CIO policies, standards and guidelines, and help optimize performance and successful architecture design while ensuring systems integrity and quality assurance. We manage processes behind planning, creating, testing, and deploying an information system through clearly defined and distinct work phases while keeping security at the forefront. We provide delivery of timely, cost effective training using repeatable and documented processes and procedures tailored to each client by leveraging most experienced IT training resources.

---

**Our range of Information Technology Consulting services include:**

**IT PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE SUPPORT**

Partnering with our customers to address IT efficiency problems with reduction to cost, and increased innovation and agility.

**ENTERPRISE DESIGN, INTEGRATION, & CONSOLIDATION**

Helping agencies achieve their missions through identifying the optimal future state of IT and managing portfolio of IT systems, aligned with mission needs.

**INFORMATION ASSURANCE**

Best practices assuring information and managing risks related to the use, processing, storage, and transmission of information for our customers.

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION & TRAINING**

Comprehensive training packages tailored specifically to our customers to help their organization achieve IT continuity.
IT Program Management Office Support

Millennium works closely with key stakeholders to coordinate on multiple complex schedules and manage significant integrations of systems that serve the IT needs of the organization and its associated departments. We have proven success with supporting complex DoD IT PMOs such as Army Project Manager DCGS-A and Army PM DoD Biometrics where we help guide projects though the IT governance process and provide best practice methods for developing IT policy. Using agile IT business process re-engineering (BPR) techniques, we work with clients to optimize their technology infrastructure functional requirements, manage IT capital planning, provide risk analysis, and develop workflows and roadmaps to ensure infrastructure delivers capabilities and services to meet the organizations strategic goals.

Enterprise Design, Integration, and Consolidation

Millennium supports the client with meeting their ever-growing need to consolidate systems and seamlessly integrate new products within the existing organizations IT framework. We focus on providing total IT integration services and management that will enable you to achieve your IT needs. Examples of services include: design, systems architecture, application & software development, information management life cycle planning and support, execution, and project management services for IT Systems Integration.

Information Assurance (IA)

Millennium provides IA expertise to secure the critical information and infrastructure of customers’ enterprises through facilitation of compliance monitoring and mitigation of risks and vulnerabilities within their people, process, and technology. Millennium develops customer specific, defense-in-depth security solutions while ensuring consistent, comparable, and repeatable techniques and processes. We offer the following IA services to meet current and emerging security needs of our customers:

- Regulatory Compliance monitoring strategy and process development (FedRAMP, FISMA, OMB Circular A-130 III, FIPS 199)
- Transition to Risk Management Framework (NIST SP 800-37, DIACAP, DITSCAP, DCID 6/3, ISO 27002 - ISO 17799)
- Streamlining assessment and authorization (A&A) processes for NIST RMF, DoD RMF, CNSS, USGCB/SCAP, GLBA, HIPAA, ISO/IEC 27002, SOX, and more
- Risk Assessments and System Security Plans (NIST SP 800-53, SP 800-26, SP 800-18)
- Software Security Assurance (SwA) Maturity Model development and implementation
- Business Continuity and IT Systems Contingency Plan (NIST SP 800-34)
- Security Control Assessments (SCA) and Security Test & Evaluation (ST&E)
- Physical Security Assessments including Disaster Recovery & COOP Plans and Testing
- Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) policy planning and implementation (NIST SP 800-161)

Information Technology Education & Training

Millennium provides user training and instructional design for our clients using technology and multimedia as tools to enhance instruction. We develop a comprehensive training program for you that includes developing training plans, and training packages using web based training (WBT), virtual training, and train the trainer. In addition, we work with each client to establish a skills development program to efficiently orient and enhance mission skill requirements. Our training services include the development of internal training content; coordinating and providing periodic training sessions to the team; and development of training scenarios (modeling & simulation) and test environments to isolate programmatic issues identified in program developed GOTS software products.

Case Study

Warrior Enabling Broad Sensor (WEBS) IDIQ

Millennium Corporation is the prime contractor for Warrior Enabling Broad Sensor (WEBS) IDIQ for the Army Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate (NVESD), currently supporting the following customers under the WEBS contract: Army PEO EIS (PM Biometrics), Army PEO IEW&S HQ, and Project Manager Terrestrial Sensors, providing a variety of IT Consulting services through task orders. Millennium provides on-site, off-site, reach back, and surge support services in multiple sites, supporting multiple Army organizations and its subordinate organizations for Quick Reaction Capability (QRC).

As an example, under WEBS IDIQ, Millennium provided direct support to the PEO IEW&S’s $12B portfolio of 38 C4ISR acquisition programs and projects, and frequent interface requirements with other C4ISR organizations to include PEO C3T, I2WD, CERDEC, Army C4ISR operational users, and the interagency Intelligence Community (IC). Millennium Corporation performed IT engineering tasks to include serving as the PEO IEW&S lead for the ASA ALT-directed Command Post Computing Environment (CP CE) initiatives, and provided key technical analysis for the CP CE initiatives, with an emphasis on test and evaluation requirements, and integration of system and communication interfaces.
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